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1 Introduction

Lake Superior, the most northerly Great Lake, is the largest freshwater lake in the world. Its
largest island, Isle Royale, is about 50 miles [80 km] long and 8.5 miles [14 km] wide at its widest.
Originally called Minong by the native Ojibwas, the island is now a U.S. National Park and one of
our most valuable natural laboratories. For almost 70 years researchers have studied predator-prey
interactions between timber wolves (Canis lupus) and moose (Alces americanus) living there.

Before 1900, Isle Royale hosted neither wolves nor moose. But at the turn of the 20th Century,
moose colonized the island either by swimming or walking across an ice bridge from Thunder Bay,
Ontario, a distance of no less than 39 miles (24 km). Fifty years later, the first wolves did the
same, marking the start of a natural predator-prey experiment.

The wolves on Isle Royale, like wolves elsewhere, tend to live in packs (Mech, 1970; Murie,
1944; Peterson, 1977; Vucetich and Peterson, 2006, 2007, 2015). A fairly strict social hierarchy
governs interactions among pack members. Enjoying the “top” position of the hierarchy are the
so-called alpha female and alpha male. On Isle Royale the alpha female controls breeding in the
pack. Although occasionally mating with subordinate males—a so-called beta male—she usually
mates with the alpha male. And on Isle Royale (not always elsewhere), the alpha female will be
the only one to bear pups. If another female tries to breed, the alpha drives her out or kills the
other female’s puppies. (In the simulation below, we will assume that only the alphas breed.)

In 1971, a biologist from Michigan Technical University, Rolf Peterson, began studying the
wolves of Isle Royale. He identified one large pack that roamed over most of the island, although
it tended to remain on the western, wider side (Peterson, 1977). This pack comprised no more
than 10 wolves, maybe as few as 8, at least one of which—the alpha male—had black fur (called a
“black phase” pelage or coat; see Fig. 1 on page 2 and Box 1 on page 3). In addition to the pack,
another 3 pairs and 4 loners lived on Isle Royale; in the simulation we will ignore them since they
were not part of organized packs and probably didn’t breed.

In the first year of Peterson’s study, the main pack splintered into two. Most of the animals
stayed on the west side of the island, while the new pack established itself on the eastern portion.
So Peterson called them “West-” and “East Pack,” respectively. This exercise simulates this event
and the resulting population genetic dynamics in the subsequent few years. In particular, we will
study how wolf pelage color evolves either by drift or natural selection in this situation.
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Figure 1: Wolf with black-phase pelage. This color is caused by genotypes KBKB and KBky.
From S. Westfall, retrieverman.net.

Figure 2: Gray-phase pelage in the wolves of Isle Royale. From Vucetich and Peterson (2006).
Large, light gray wolf is the alpha male of this pack (“The Old Gray Guy.”) The wolf to his left
is his daughter and the alpha female of the pack. This coat color is caused by genotype kyky.
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Table 1: Composition of the ancestral West Pack in 1971.

Wolf ID Gender Genotype Phenotype
1 F(α) kyky Gray
2 M(α) KBky Black
3 M kyky Gray
4 F kyky Gray
5 M KBky Black
6 F kyky Gray
7 F KBKB Black
8 M kyky Gray
9 M KBKB Black
10 F kyky Gray

Box 1: Genetics of wolf pelage color

In domestic dogs, coat color is in part determined by a gene called β-defensin 103 (also
called CBD103 ; Candille et al. 2007). A dominant allele of this gene, KB, produces a black
coat, while a recessive allele, ky, makes a yellow coat. (Think black lab vs. yellow lab). In
wolves, genotypes KBKB and KBky make a black coat (Fig. 1), while genotype kyky creates
a gray wolf (Fig. 2; Anderson et al. 2009).

In the last few decades before this population went extinct, all wolves on Isle Royale had
gray coats (Vucetich and Peterson, 2006), but at least one black animal lived there in 1971
(Peterson, 1977). This black wolf was the alpha male of the only pack on that island at the
time. He must have been genotype KBky since the alpha female was gray (genotype kyky)
and some of their offspring were also gray.

In his monograph, Peterson (1977) only mentions one black wolf—that alpha male. How-
ever, here we will suppose that there were other black animals in the pack in 1971. In
particular, we will assume that the pack—the ancestral West Pack—comprised the animals
and genotypes described in Table 1.
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2 Pre-Simulation Analysis

2.1 Initial Genetic Structure

1. In the table below, fill in the observed number of wolves with each genotype in the West
Pack in 1971. Also, determine the genotype frequencies.

Genotype Obs. # Obs. Freq.

KBKB

KBky

kyky

2. What is the frequency of KB allele in this population? p =

3. What is the frequency of ky allele in this population? q =

4. Enter the data above into the 1971 line of Table 2.

2.2 Hardy-Weinberg Analysis

1. If this population were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, what should the number and fre-
quency of each genotype be in that case? (This is the expected frequency.)

Genotype Exp. # Exp. Freq.

KBKB

KBky

kyky

2. Compare observed and expected numbers of each genotype you just calculated using the χ2

goodness of fit test. In particular, fill in the χ2 table below.

Genotypes Observed # Expected # (Obs− Exp)2/Exp
KBKB

KBky

kyky

Calculate and interpret χ2. The critical value is 5.991. Place your response on a separate
sheet of paper.
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Table 2: Change in coat color gene frequency of a wolf population on Isle Royale due to genetic
drift. In this analysis, both West and East packs are combined.

Generation p q fr{KBKB} fr{KBky} fr{kyky}
1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

3 Genetic Drift Simulation

1. Simulate establishment of East Pack. Exactly how the East Pack came into being is
murky, but for this simulation we will randomly choose two West Pack subordinate wolves—
one male and one female—to found East Pack.

(a) Determine which female leaves. The alphas will not disperse. Flip a coin twice. Use
the following table to determine the result:

First coin flip Second coin flip Result

Heads Heads Wolf 4 becomes East Pack’s α female
Heads Tails Wolf 6 becomes East Pack’s α female
Tails Heads Wolf 7 becomes East Pack’s α female
Tails Tails Wolf 10 becomes East Pack’s α female

(b) Determine which male leaves. Flip one coin twice. Use the following table to determine
the result:

First coin flip Second coin flip Result

Heads Heads Wolf 3 becomes East Pack’s α male
Heads Tails Wolf 5 becomes East Pack’s α male
Tails Heads Wolf 8 becomes East Pack’s α male
Tails Tails Wolf 9 becomes East Pack’s α male

(c) Enter the data for the wolves remaining in West Pack in the upper portion of Table 3.
Ignore the rows labeled “Pup.”

(d) Enter the data for the new East Pack Alphas Table 4. Again, ignore rows for puppies.
We’ll use those later.
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Table 3: Composition of the West Pack for the genetic drift simulation.

Wolf ID Gender Genotype Phenotype
1 F(α) kyky Gray
2 M(α) KBky Black

Pup 1972 W1
Pup 1972 W2

Pup 1973 W1
Pup 1973 W2

Pup 1974 W1
Pup 1974 W2

Pup 1975 W1
Pup 1975 W2

Pup 1976 W1
Pup 1976 W2

Pup 1977 W1
Pup 1977 W2

2. Reproduction. In spring, the alphas mate, and each alpha female gives birth to 2
pups. Determine offspring genotypes by finding the appropriate mating in the list below
and follow the directions.

KBKB ×KBKB → All pups are KBKB

kyky × kyky → All pups are kyky

KBKB × kyky → All pups are KBky

KBky ×KBKB → Flip one coin. If heads, pup is KBKB; if tails, pup is KBky

KBky × kyky → Flip one coin. If heads, pup is KBky; if tails, pup is kyky

KBky ×KBky → Flip two coins or one twice. If both heads, pup is KBKB;
if one heads, one tails, pup is KBky; if both tails, pup is kyky

After the genotypes of the pups have been determined, flip one coin for each new pup. If
it’s heads, that pup is a male; if tails, that pup is a female. Add these data to Tables 3 and
4 for pups labeled “1972.”
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Table 4: Composition of the East Pack in the genetic drift simulation.

Wolf ID Gender Genotype Phenotype
F(α)
M(α)

Pup 1972 E1
Pup 1972 E2

Pup 1973 E1
Pup 1973 E2

Pup 1974 E1
Pup 1974 E2

Pup 1975 E1
Pup 1975 E2

Pup 1976 E1
Pup 1976 E2

Pup 1977 E1
Pup 1977 E2

3. Over-winter Mortality. For each animal in both packs, adults as well as pups, roll a
single die. If the result is a 1 the animal dies. If so, draw a line through that animal’s data
and do not consider it for any further analysis—it’s no longer part of the Isle Royale wolf
population. If an alpha dies, then the next animal of the proper sex on the list becomes the
alpha. If there are no more animals of the proper sex available to replace the alphas, then
the pack can no longer reproduce. In that case, the animals continue to live (until they die
from a later die roll) and are still considered part of the Isle Royale population. But, they
stay in their own, now reproductively incompetent, pack.

4. Recalculate genotype and allele frequencies for all wolves alive on the island at this
time (1972). Enter your results into the 1972 line of Table 2.

5. The calendar now advances one year (it’s now 1973).

6. Repeat the reproduction step for 1973 (step 2 above) for both packs. Enter the 1973
pup data in Tables 3 and 4.

7. Repeat the overwinter mortality step for 1973. Roll the die for each animal currently
alive and cross out those that die.

8. Recalculate genotype and allele frequencies for 1973 using all animals alive at the
end of 1973. Enter the results into the 1973 line of Table 2.

9. Continue to repeat reproduction, mortality and frequency calculations for years 1974 through
1977. Continue to fill in the appropriate data in Tables 2, 3 and 4.
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Table 5: Change in coat color gene frequency of a wolf population on Isle Royale due to natural
selection. In this analysis, both West and East packs are combined.

Generation p q fr{KBKB} fr{KBky} fr{kyky}
1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

4 Natural Selection Simulation

1. This simulation is identical to the previous one, except that now wolves with gray coats
die overwinter on a roll of 1 or 2, and black are killed only on a roll of 1.

2. We start again in 1971 with the same original pack and no splinter pack yet. Rerecord your
initial genetic data into the first row of Table 5. It will be identical to the data in the first
row of Table 2.

3. Simulate again the establishment of the East Pack as you did in the previous simulation.
Then fill in the appropriate data in Tables 6 and 7.

4. Next, simulate reproduction as you did in the previous simulation, except that now each
female has 3 pups every year instead of 2 .

5. Then, simulate overwinter mortality by rolling a die for each living wolf at that time. Gray
wolves die on a roll or 1 or 2, but black wolves are killed only on a roll of 1.

6. Recalculate genotype and allele frequencies after overwinter mortality, counting only living
wolves in both packs combined. Record your calculations in Table 5.

7. Repeat procedures 4 through 6 through 1977 (when all rows of Table 5 are filled).

8. Record all groups’ simulation outcomes in Table 8.
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Table 6: Composition of the West Pack for the natural selection simulation.

Wolf ID Gender Genotype Phenotype
1 F(α) kyky Gray
2 M(α) KBky Black

Pup 1972 W1
Pup 1972 W2
Pup 1972 W3

Pup 1973 W1
Pup 1973 W2
Pup 1973 W3

Pup 1974 W1
Pup 1974 W2
Pup 1974 W3

Pup 1975 W1
Pup 1975 W2
Pup 1975 W3

Pup 1976 W1
Pup 1976 W2
Pup 1977 W3

Pup 1977 W1
Pup 1977 W2
Pup 1977 W3
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Table 7: Composition of the East Pack in the natural selection simulation.

Wolf ID Gender Genotype Phenotype
F(α)
M(α)

Pup 1972 E1
Pup 1972 E2
Pup 1972 E3

Pup 1973 E1
Pup 1973 E2
Pup 1973 E3

Pup 1974 E1
Pup 1974 E2
Pup 1974 E3

Pup 1975 E1
Pup 1975 E2
Pup 1975 E3

Pup 1976 E1
Pup 1976 E2
Pup 1976 E3

Pup 1977 E1
Pup 1977 E2
Pup 1977 E3
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Table 8: Comparison of final compositions of all packs among all simulations.

Team Genotypes of EP Founders p in 1977 % Bk in West % Bk in East

— Drift Results — — —

1

2

3

Team Genotypes of EP Founders p in 1977 % Bk in West % Bk in East

— Selection Results — — —

1

2

3

5 Post-Simulation Analysis

Answer the following questions as a team. Use a separate sheet of paper.

1. What was the effective population size in the genetic drift simulation?

2. What was the effective population size in the natural selection simulation?

3. Genetic Drift Simulation:

(a) Suppose in this simulation the population were at Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. What
would p have been for every year from 1971 to 1977?

(b) Did your results match this prediction? Why or why not?

(c) Which, if any, of the Hardy-Weinberg assumptions were violated in this simulation?
Explain your reasoning.

(d) In this simulation, was coat color an adaptation? Explain.

(e) Just after the East Pack was established, what was the probability that the KB allele
would go to fixation in the West Pack? Show your work.

4. Natural Selection Simulation:

(a) What is the approximate selection coefficient, s, for the ky allele in the natural selection
simulation? Show your work.

(b) Suppose in this simulation the population was well-described by the Haldane-Fisher-
Wright model of natural selection on pages 194 and 204 of the textbook (Herron and
Freeman, 2014). What would p have been for every year from 1971 to 1977? Show your
work.
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(c) Did your results match this prediction? Why or why not?

(d) In this simulation, was coat color an adaptation? Explain.

(e) Just after the East Pack was established, was the probability that the KB allele would
go to fixation the same as it was in the genetic drift simulation? Explain your reasoning.

5. Using the information recorded Table 8, explain how genetic drift affected evolution of coat
color in all these simulations.
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